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In Captology, area which uses computers as part of persuasive technology, many types of persuasive
applications are studied. The target users of these applications are those who are interested in pursuing a
certain behavior. Therefore users who do not have a genuine interest, are not interested in using persuasive
applications.We suggested a method, using implicit persuasion, for those users who do not have interest in
targeting any particular behavior. In order to do so, we developed an application, named iDetective, as an
example of this implicit persuasion. At the same time, we evaluated the eectiveness of implicit persuasion,
and the influence on users, through an user study using iDetective. As a result of this approach, iDetective
successfully had the user engaging in the target behavior without him or her knowing of it. However, the
conversational-agent interaction, which is part of the persuasion method of iDetective, was not evaluated.
?? In this paper, we developed a conversational-application based system named iDetective, for an assess-
ment of the ecacy of the conversational-agent interaction. We also verified the eectiveness of implicit
persuasion, using conversational-agent interaction, through an evaluation experiment.
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??????????????????????????????????????-(???)
????????????????????????????-(???)
????????-(???)
?????????????????????????-(???)
???????????????????-(???)
??????????????????????-(??)
B.3 ?? (????????COP?????)
??COP???????????
?????????????-(??)
?????????????????-(??)
?????????????-(??)
????????????????????????????????-(??)
?????????????-(??)
??????????????????????-(??)
??????????????????????????????-(??)
??COP??????????????????????????????-(??)
???????????????????????????????????????????????-(??)
????????????????????????????????????????????-(??)
?????????????????????????????????????????????-(???)
???????????????????????-(??)
B.4 ?????????????? (iDetective??)
?????????????????????????????-(??)
?????????????????????????
???????-(??)
????????-(??)
????????????????????????????-(??)
????????????????????
????????????-(??)
???????????-(??)
??????????????-(??)
????????????-(??)
??????????????????????????-(??)
????????????????????????-(??)
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??C ????
?? ???
?????????? ??? (?????)
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??
????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? iDetective????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????
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